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Top 10 Organic Clothing Brands for 
Children 
For many parents, the prospect of purchasing children's items, like clothing, can be 
overwhelming. Since children's skin is so much more sensitive than adults, it is important to 
be careful about what children are wearing. Cotton seems safe enough, but if it is not organic, 
there is a major chance that the cotton was treated with pesticides. Chemicals can be 
absorbed into babies' and children's skin, creating all sorts of health concerns. Organic 
children's clothing manufacturers use untreated cotton, bamboo, wool, linen, and soy to 
create quality clothing. These items can be purchased at brick and mortar stores, specialty 
shops, and online retailers, like eBay. Under the Nile, Little Green Radicals, Ecoland, Frugi, 
Hanna Andersson, Green Babies, Bamboo Babies, American Apparel, Piccalilly, and Global 
Kids all produce lines of the best organic children's clothing. 

Under the Nile 
Under the Nile produces great basics for preemies, babies, children, and even adults. Their 
organic Egyptian cotton is fair trade. Though they do not have as large of a selection as many 
other children's clothing manufacturers, they do have the basics in classic designs and 
colours.  

Little Green Radicals 
Everything that Little Green Radicals sells is completely organic and fair trade. They have a 
large selection of children's and baby clothing that includes dungarees, dresses, leggings, 
hats, cardigans, and joggers, amongst other items. Their clothing is soft, and made most 
commonly from organic cotton, interlock, jersey, and fleece. Some of their most popular 
shirts boast phrases like "I recycle my tantrums" and "I only eat organic chips".  

Ecoland 
An environmentally-conscious company, Ecoland makes organic under clothes for men, 
women, and children. Since underclothes like socks, onesies, and camisoles are closest to the 
skin, they are the most important to buy organic. The clothing is very basic, in natural and 



white colours to limit the use of dyes. As a sweatshop free brand, Ecoland is a choice parents 
can feel good about. 

Frugi 
Translating to Fruits of the Earth in Latin, Frugi is a very popular organic children's clothing 
company. They first began when parents, Lucy and Kurt were not able to find cloth nappies. 
The company expanded to include children's clothing like babygrows, trousers, sleepwear, 
tights, and coats, to name a few. With a wide selection of classic and fun items, Frugi has 
made a major impact on the baby and children's clothing market.  

Hanna Andersson 
Unlike companies like Frugi and Under the Nile, Hanna Andersson clothing is not one 
hundred per cent organic. Certain items in their line of baby and children's clothing are 
organic. Hanna Andersson's clothing is a bit more expensive than other children's clothing; 
however, they do carry certain lines that cater to a more budget-minded client. 

Green Babies 
With a smaller selection of clothing choices, Green Babies may not be the first organic 
children's clothing company people would think of. However, their clothing is made from 
one hundred per cent organic cotton, in great styles. There is even a gender neutral section for 
parents to browse. Their items are quality knit materials. With cute illustrations, their 
snappies are an excellent pick for new mums and dads. 

Bamboo Baby 
Reflecting its name, Bamboo Baby, uses bamboo fabrics that are completely organic, 
sustainable, and eco-friendly. Not only that, but bamboo fabric is very soft, which is great for 
keeping children's skin from irritation. Their styles of cardigans, dresses, and trousers are 
classic, yet fashion forward. This sophisticated line features vibrant patterns, and solid 
colours with accents. However, with a higher price point, Bamboo Baby may not be for 
everyone.  

American Apparel 
While their selection of children's clothing using organic fibres is more limited, American 
Apparel does have many items made from organic materials. Organic items are clearly 
labelled and available for both babies and children. Since the company is sweatshop free, the 
quality of their garments is much better than department store clothing that is most 
commonly outsourced to Asia. 

Piccalilly  
Home of the popular muslin swaddles, Piccalilly is one of the top manufacturers of organic 
clothing for children. Fair trade, completely organic, and eco friendly, Piccalilly has a great 
selection of items that children need. With fun patterns and appliques, this is a brand that 



appeals to many customers. They have been featured in many publications like Yorkshire 
Life and The Green Parent. 

Global Kids 
Global Kids commitment to organic and fairtrade clothing is evident in that they produce not 
just garments, but also shoes, skin care, toys, and books advocating their plight. With 
reasonable pricing for their products, it is no wonder that Global Kids have become a popular 
brand. They maintain that their naturally grown cotton is much softer than non-organic 
cotton. 

How to Buy Organic Clothing for Children 
You can feel good about purchasing organic children's clothes because you are buying 
garments that will keep the child in your life safe. eBay is a fantastic place for purchasing 
such goods because you are able to compare items from many sellers without leaving the 
comfort of your home. Not only that, but oftentimes, you can find a better deal on eBay than 
at a local retailer. Be sure to include shipping costs when determining if you would like to 
purchase the item. Seller feedback, delivery estimates, and product details are all 
instrumental in determining if this is the right item for you.  
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